COMING FROM

DFW

Take Highway 287 North from Decatur
Travel 18 miles until you see the Sunset exit
You will come to a 4 way stop in Sunset
Turn right on highway 1749
Travel 4 miles to Pleasant Hill Road/Pleasant Hill Cemetery (green highway signs).
There’s a privacy fence by the road and it is a quick turn after the sign.

Turn right on onto gravel Pleasant Hill Rd
Travel 2.8 miles on Pleasant Hill Rd
This road turns into Faulkner, but there is no sign that says Faulkner.
Take one very sharp turn to the left
Welcome! Charis Hills Camp is on your right!
Watch for the white Charis Hills signs with green letters.

COMING FROM

FORESTBURG

Travel 2.4 miles on Hwy. 455
Turn left on 1749, travel 8.4 miles

Turn left turn onto gravel Pleasant Hill Rd
(This is confusing so please read: Coming from Forestburg there is a sign at Pitman Hollow Rd. showing Pleasant Hill Cemetery, do not turn on Pitman Hollow. The second sign for Pleasant Hill Cemetery is on Pleasant Hill Road. If you should take Pitman Hollow, you will need to turn right on Jim Harry Loop and right again on Pleasant Hill. You will eventually dead end into the intersection of Pleasant Hill Rd. and Faulkner Rd. Turn left and go a short distance to camp. It is much easier and much less dusty to turn on Pleasant Hill Rd. the first time so watch that you don’t get confused and turn to the Cemetery at Pitman Hollow)

Travel 2.8 miles on Pleasant Hill Rd
This road turns into Faulkner, but there is no sign!
Take one very sharp turn to the left
Welcome! Charis Hills Camp is on your right!
Watch for the white Charis Hills signs with green letters.